
It is a week for Chevaliers, Dames, Aspirants and 
their families to visit our fair city, and, together 

with members from local Commanderies, 
partake in all it has to offer. But, at the 
core of the week, is the Sovereign Council 
Meeting and for a great many newer 
members the significance and business  
of the SCM might not be well understood. 

This is why we decided to dedicate 
much of this issue to the purpose of the 
Sovereign Council Meeting, and what 

better person to write the lead story than 
Bailiff Emeritus David Petitpierre, Editor of 

the SOSJ International newsletter, who has 
attended his fair share of SCMs around the world 

and has accepted our offer to share his experiences.
Welcome from the Vancouver Commandery to guest 
editor David Petitpierre. Over to you, David.

                      Yours in St. John, Commander David Hunt, KJSJ 
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Sovereign Council Meeting - Special Edition

t seems like we have spent the last few years looking 
over our shoulders to see what could next be sneaking 
up  on us to challenge our daily lives.  Here 
in British Columbia, we have seen our fair 
share of events that would test the resolve 
of even the most stalwart individuals.  
Fires, floods, and draught overlaid with a 
pandemic for good measure. 

Well, the worst of it is behind us and it’s 
time to throw back the covers we have 
had tightly pulled over our heads. It’s time 
to celebrate the coming of summer with 
blossoms, backyard barbeques, long overdue 
gatherings of friends and families and a general 
celebration of all things good that lie ahead.

Best of all, we, at the Vancouver Commandery, are 
about to welcome our friends from around the SOSJ 
world this September, as we host the 2022 Sovereign 
Council Meeting in Vancouver.
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Then comes the more interesting stuff of reports by 
Grand Priors and Priors of what has happened in the 
past two years at all the 18 regions in North America 
and Europe where we have Commanderies.

At the 2020 meeting (as in 2016 and 2018 too), we 
also had a lengthy report from the Grand Prior of 
Australasia, Victor Feros. Reports are also received 
from the members of Le Petit Conseil, the Supreme 
Court, the Ecclesiastical Council and maybe others 
such as the web master.
The 2020 meeting then moved into other weightier 
matters including:
• An acceptance of a change to the Constitution to 

reflect a slight change in the English Translation 
of our King Peter II Constitution whose original 
is in French.

• Changes to the Rules of the Order to reflect 
today’s operating world, such as use of the 
internet and Zoom. This was a mammoth project 
lasting almost two years and was approved by 
the Sovereign Council, but needed subsequent 
approval by a majority of all members to become 
effective.

The above is a brief summary of a very full day’s 
meeting in 2020.

SCM - DAY 2 ACTIVITIES INCLUDED:
• The introduction of the optional Dubbing of 

Dames at Investitures
• The Grand Commander’s report
• Fixing of dates and places for the next two 

Sovereign Council meetings
• A presentation on the planned 2022 Sovereign 

Council meeting in Vancouver
• An update in the writing of a book on the history 

of the Sovereign Order

WHAT IT DOES
The Sovereign Council of our Sovereign Order of St. 
John of Jerusalem, Knights Hospitaller is the supreme 
body governing our Order.  Its membership includes 
a maximum of 20 Bailiffs and all Grand Priors and 
Priors.  The Council meets every two years unless an 
extraordinary meeting is convened in the interim for a 
very special purpose.

Three internal authorities report to the Sovereign 
Council when in session.  They are:

• Le Petit Conseil is the Executive body of Sovereign 
Order and is comprised of five Conventual Bailiffs.  
Their election is described below.  Le Petit Conseil 
is the central administrative body of the Order 
managing routine proceedings between Sovereign 
Council meetings. 

• The Supreme Court is composed of three Judges 
and two Auxiliary Judges elected by the Sovereign 
Council. They must be of minimum Rank of Knight 
or Dame of Grace and should preferably be by 
profession judges, justices or attorneys.  The 
Supreme Court gives rulings on the Constitution and 
Rules of the Order, gives judgements on disputes, 
other matters submitted by the authorities and 
hears appeals. 

• The Ecclesiastical Council is comprised of Ordained 
members of the Order appointed by the Grand 
Master with the approval of Le Petit Conseil.

SCM - DAY 1
Note should be made that the 2020 meeting, quoted 
below, was held by Zoom due to the Covid-19 pandemic.  
This was the first ever virtual meeting of the Sovereign 
Council.

At all in-person meetings of the Sovereign Council, 
members of the Order and invited guests are welcome
to attend the meetings as spectators, and may ask 
questions and make suggestions following the 
termination of the regular meeting.

At its regular meetings, the Sovereign Council, chaired 
by the Grand Master, spends up to two full days receiving 
reports and discussing future strategies and proposals.

When the Sovereign Council is in session, all other 
administrative bodies of the Order are suspended.

The first part of the meeting covers formal matters 
such as approving Minutes of the previous meeting, 
establishment of a quorum et cetera, receiving financial 
reports, and approving the proposed forthcoming 
budget for the Order.

What is the Sovereign Council and what is the meeting about?

Sovereign  Council Meeting in Finland, 2018
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• Election of members of Le Petit Conseil for the 
following two years.  The elected Bailiffs become 
‘Conventual’ Bailiffs with the following roles:

 » Grand Commander, Chair of Le Petit Conseil 
and responsible for Internal Affairs and 
Finance

 » Grand Marshal responsible for Heraldry and 
Ceremonies

 » Grand Hospitaller responsible for Social and 
Charitable works

 » Grand Conservator is the delegate of the 
Protector when we have one

 » Grand Councillor responsible for Information 
and Foreign Affairs.

• Approval of the actions of Le Petit Conseil in the 
previous two years.

• Retirements and appointments of Bailiffs
• Awards
• Closing remarks
• Closing Prayers
• Adjournment

*This is followed by audience questions and answers.

A final note: The Grand Master is elected by members 
of the Sovereign Council.  Our current Grand Master 
H.M.E.H. William Stein was elected at a special 
meeting in Finland in 2018. There were three 
nominations with a majority vote for Grand Master 
Stein on the second ballot.

And when SCM business is finished, it’s 
time for fun and frolics
Members love to party!  This is evident at all gala 
dinners following investitures. Sovereign Council get-
togethers are great social affairs in addition to the 
meetings.

Apart from the formal meetings there are many 
attributes to attending Sovereign Council meetings.  
Here are some of them:
1. The enjoyment of meeting like-minded members 

from around North America and Europe.  Making 
new members and greeting old ones. 

2. Host cities always arrange tours of local areas of 
interest and organize dinners and receptions, and 
are great times for socializing.

3. Venues for Sovereign Council Meetings alternate 
between North America and Europe.  This provides 
a great opportunity to travel to places not often 
visited before and experience different cultures. 

4. Following most recent Sovereign Council meetings, 
a week-long tour of the meeting’s regions have 
been organized --- mostly brilliantly by Senator 
Margaret Rolfe of Vancouver.  Since being invested 
in 2005, my wife and I have participated in tours 
following Sovereign Council meetings:

2006 Dunblane, Scotland and tour of Outer   
 Hebrides and northern Scotland
2008   Washington DC  and tour of Virginia and  
 Pennsylvania
2010 Budapest followed by a Danube river cruise,  
 from Budapest to Passau, Germany
2012 San Francisco and tour of Napa Valley
2014 Malta, followed by a tour of Sicily, Sorrento,  
 Amalfi Coast and Rome 
2016 Cleveland, Ohio followed by a coach tour to  
 Montreal via Toronto and Niagara Falls,  
 then a Holland America cruise from Montreal  
 to Boston
2018 Tampere, Finland followed by a tour of   
 Finland, Sweden and Norway
2020 (Virtual meeting)
2022 Vancouver to be followed by an Alaska Cruise   
 and Rocky Mountaineer rail trip.

Some members and families have taken advantage of 
overseas travels to arrange their own tours before or 
after the meetings.

In addition to travelling together for a week, many of 
the post-meeting trips concluded with hilarious skits 
organized largely by Dame Anne Schoff of Cleveland 
and performed by almost all the travellers.  Each one 
of these has proven to be hilarious as can be seen by 
the accompanying photos demonstrating that we all 
have multiple talents and are able to let our hair down.

In conclusion, Sovereign 
Council Meetings of the 
Sovereign Order provide 
opportunities for members 
to travel to new countries, 
to learn more of the 
Sovereign Order, while 
enjoying the multiple social 
occasions to make new 
friends everywhere.

International Newsletter Editor 
H.E. Bailiff Emeritus David Petitpierre, 
GCSJ, CMSJ, MMSJ  with wife  Sally
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Dinner in the historic La Valette Hall built by the Knights of St. John in 1576

Tampere, Finland, 2018

Grand Prior of Australasia, Victor Feros, being serenaded 
at the final banquet in Finland in 2018

Final night party in Rome, 2014

Malta 2014

Post-Malta tour of Sicily, the Amalfi Coast and Rome

SCM – serious business followed by seriously good fun!
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As this issue of the Vancouver Commandery newsletter 
is a Special Sovereign Council edition, resulting in an 
abundance of excellent information for this edition, 
the editors have asked me to provide a more brief than 
usual Commander’s Report.

As always, if there is something not covered in my report 
or elsewhere in this newsletter please don’t hesitate to 
call me at 604 970 6062 or email me at dhuntorama@
gmail.com.

I believe, after two years in the saddle as your 
Commander that, by now, most Commandery members 
would have me pegged as an optimist - someone who 
works to find the positive, who seeks out the silver lining 
in the blackest of storm clouds, a person who espouses 
that ‘Laughter is Still the Best Medicine’.

Despite Covid, which has adversely affected many 
individuals and families, the smallest businesses to the 
largest corporations and yes, many charities, I choose 
to maintain a very positive attitude. 

Why? Because  I belong to an amazing organization of 
like-minded people who refuse to let Covid stop them 
in their tracks. Our Sovereign Order has refused to let 
even a global pandemic such as Covid 19 from pursuing 
our mission. If anything, it has strengthened our resolve 
and heightened the relevance for the work we do! 

We continue to do what we do best by providing 
leadership through the creation of multiple-partner 
programs in communities throughout our province and 
beyond our shores, to help the poor, the sick, the dying, 
the marginalized, and the isolated. Regardless of race, 
religion, creed, station in life and lifestyle choices, we 
help all comers. 

I want to acknowledge and sincerely thank all of our 
Committee members and their Chairs, our Council 
members, all our volunteers, spouses and family 
members who contribute immensely to our programs, 
our mission and our reputation. We have so many 
dedicated members contributing time, creativity, 
resources and money to our Commandery and the 
International SOSJ.

For example, fund raising during our 2022 Hike for 
Hospice to restore our beautiful St. John Hospice 
to its previous unique and warmly inviting home-
like atmosphere was successful due to the matching 
$10,000 donation of a member who has chosen to 
remain anonymous. This contribution did not come 
from a wealthy person but from a member who is fully 
committed to our mission.

As we come out of Covid restraints, we are all ready to 
proceed with three excellent projects and have already 
made significant progress with each one:

• A Hospice in the Downtown East Side, in 
conjunction with the Bloom Groups May’s Place, 
which will provide respite as well as much needed 
end-of life-care beds with care tailored to the 
cultural needs of the local population.

• A Centre of Excellence in Palliative Care in 
partnership with the Victoria Hospice, St. John 
Hospice, The Victoria Commandery, The Vancouver 
Commandery, our universities and our community 
partners.

• An opportunity to partner with the Musqueam 
First Nation, in Point Grey, to assist them in 
creating a special Hospice as part of a planned 
seniors residence. This space will provide western 
medical treatments to help control symptoms in 
conjunction with the indigenous healing arts and 
will be culturally sensitive to the centuries old 
practices of the Musqueam nation. 

On the horizon, another project will be to contribute our 
knowledge and expertise to help facilitate the creation 
of a hospice for prisoners who are near end-of life while 
still incarcerated. It would be localized in one of the 
current penal facilities and offer physical, emotional 
and spiritual support regardless of the culture ,faith, 
or crime committed. If you are having any misgivings, 
please remember who the individuals were on the 
crosses on both sides of Jesus.

Looking forward to the Sovereign Council Meeting 
this September and equally looking forward to our 
Investiture and Gala. Chevalier Jack McGee and his 
crack SCM 2022 Planning Committee have put together 
a wonderful week around the Sovereign Council 
Meeting that includes a Town Hall 
to allow representatives from 
Commanderies from around the 
SOSJ world to present their best 
practices and concepts to advance 
the cause of our work in caring for 
the Lord’s Sick and Poor.

Remember to register if you 
haven’t done so, by going to the 
SOSJ website or contacting Sarah 
Turnbull at our Administration 
Office for assistance.

Commander’s Report

Yours in St. John,
Commander David Hunt  

KJSJ
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On The Social Scene and Commandery Activities
HIKE FOR HOSPICE
Our second virtual Hike for Hospice was from April 15-May 8 and our target goal was to raise $25,000.  The monies 
raised were to refresh and renew the dining room, the family sitting area, and the welcoming area of our UBC 
Hospice that had been damaged by recent flooding and to restore or replace furniture harmed by the use of harsh 
chemicals used to fight Covid.  

We started out slowly with donations and an anonymous member pledged a $10,000 match if we raised $10,000 
more in a week to bring our donations from $5,000 to $15,000.  Members enthusiastically raised $19, 248 and with 
our anonymous donor pledging $10,000,  the total was $29,248 for the Hike for Hospice.  We are very thankful and 
grateful to all donors and especially to the gracious anonymous member who gave so generously.

Thank you to Dame Marilyn Hames who organized a “ Stroll for your Soul” through the UBC Endowment Lands 
(see the map below that shows the route of our walk). In attendance were Andrew, (Marilyn’s husband), Anne 
Rowland, Jane MacDonald, Jane’s dog Corry, Pat Taylor, my husband Kirk and me.  It was a lovely two hour stroll 
through the UBC Endowment Lands.  I personally felt energized after the stroll and tackled the rest of my day, 
especially in my garden, with a new lease on life!  That is to “pull weeds.”  

Several members and friends, unfortunately, could not attend because they came down with colds and Covid 
just prior to the event; but, for the seven of us that attended we had a beautiful walk and we were able to talk and 
get to know some members that we did not know very well and enjoy their company.  Marilyn 
made delicious muffins and shared them with everyone and it was such a nice opportunity 
to meet new friends!

Also a big thank you to Mary Jordan, Charlie Kiers, and Sarah Turnbull who made a web page 
for members, friends, and family to make donations and created a better awareness of the 
Order and our Hike for Hospice.  Thank you to the Class Liaison Representatives who contacted 
others members to encourage them to donate to the H4H.

Thank you to all our members who generously supported the Hike for Hospice.
We look forward to planning an in person Hike for Hospice next year.

Yours in St. John
Vice Commander, 

Dame Heather Hamilton, DJSJ

Map of our hike through the UBC Endowment Lands
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Getting To Know Chevalier Jack McGee CD, KCJSJ
This is the sixth in the series of interviews with members of your Vancouver Commandery Council. Given that much of Jack’s career 
was in a uniform, other than an SOSJ mess jacket, it seemed appropriate to add a few photos from his extensive military service. 

Hans Christian: Jack, I just want to thank you for giving us some time this morning and let us with you see parts 
of your life, your work and your interests. And so let us begin with tell us where you were born and raised?
Jack:  I was born and raised in Guelph, Ontario.  I lived in the township of Guelph, on the line, so the friends that 
I had were both from the city, on the other side of the street, and from the township where I lived.  In those days, 
there were gravel roads and milk and bread men delivered their products with horse drawn carts. My parents had 
a fair bit of land in the back that was gardened every year. I was responsible for ploughing, seeding, and hoeing 
and so on over the summers. None of which hurt me any.  

Hans Christian: Can you tell me about your schooling?

Jack: I went to MacDonald Consolidated School. My high school was Guelph 
Collegiate and Vocational Institute.

Hans Christian: Any particular teacher or individuals who made a difference in 
your life?

Jack:  I had teachers who I absolutely admired because of their worldliness. I 
remember when Hungarian refugees entered our science teacher’s classroom 
in 1956, he invited the whole class over to his home to get to know each other.  
For them, it was an opportunity to socialize with people of their own age and we 
learned about  what they were going through in their country at the time. 

Hans Christian: Was it your cadet experience that influenced your later decision to join the military?

Jack:  Yes, absolutely. I was an air cadet and a sea cadet. The cadet organization made quite a profound impression 
on me. My decision to become a pilot was formed significantly on VE Day. A neighbour of ours was flying Mitchell 
bombers out of Trenton. He and three other pilots came over in low level formation and dropped leaflets which I 
ran around and collected. I was jumping up and down as it was quite an experience to witness.

With the air cadets, I got to stand between the seats of a couple of pilots on a flight, which was really fun. But 
we had a real shortage of officers and volunteers and our cadet group dissolved so I went into the sea cadets, 
knowing that they had a naval air arm. Shortly after that, a naval officer came to our school to recruit people. 
He was wearing his dress uniform with gold braid and his wings prominent on his left sleeve. He told us flying 
training would be in Florida. I said, “That sounds good. Sign me up”.  Of course, wouldn’t you know it, by the time 
I was ready for flying training, Pensacola, Florida was no longer the destination. We trained instead in Ontario, 
Alberta and Saskatchewan. 

Hans Christian: So, were you in the Navy, the army or the air force?

Jack:  (Laughs) Well, all of the above? In the early sixties there was a defence 
minister who was very determined to unify the armed forces and did. In 1968, 
all of the Army and Navy pilots were unified under what had been the Air Force, 
but nobody could say Army, Navy or Air Force any longer.  By the time I left 
the service, we could finally say Air Force again. In 2011, Prime Minister Harper 
changed it back to Royal Canadian Navy, Royal Canadian Air Force and Canadian 
Army, and the word, ‘Armed,’ was re-instated.

Hans Christian: So you earned your wings at what age, how long were you in 
the military and what was your rank when you left?

Jack: I was 21 when I got my private pilot’s licence and Canadian Forces Wings. Officially, I was in the service for 
35 years. I was a colonel and the base commander at Canadian Forces Base Comox, BC. 

Hans Christian: Tell us some of the highlights of your military career.

Jack: I had a marvellous career. I was on exchange in Norfolk Virginia with the United States Navy, for 27 months, 
flying off of their carriers. We did some amazing work against nuclear submarines. I was given the role of anti-
submarine warfare officer and exercise reconstruction officer.  Later, I went to the United States Air Force Air War 
College at their university, and that was a great experience as well. 
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Among the career highlights was being Base Commander at CFB Comox during Glasnost. The first weekend 
after assuming Command, we launched CF18s from the base to escort Soviet MIG 29s headed from Alaska to 
the Abbotsford Airshow. Over the three years at Comox, the MIGs visited the Base several times and we got to 
know the crews quite well. Canada’s Chief of Defence Staff, General John de Chastelain hosted Soviet Union’s 
top military person General Mikhail Moiseyev at Comox along with his three Soviet service chiefs. When back in 
Russia, General Moiseyev was involved in the 1991 failed coup attempt against General Secretary Gorbachev. It 
was reported that Moiseyev was sent to Siberia, although later he had several high level roles on security matters.

But perhaps the real highlight was when I got to fly Queen Elizabeth, as Mission Commander.  Later, I got to fly 
just about all the other members of the royal family including Prince Philip, which was great fun. Then there was 
my last flight with the Queen Mother. The air commodore, captain of the Queen’s Flight, 
came up as I was starting my approach into Toronto and said, “McGee, Her Majesty wants 
to see you. Now!” Right in the middle of our conversation, we hit some turbulence, and 
while I was struggling to keep my equilibrium she was rock solid. After a short speech, 
the Queen Mother  presented me a brass trivet with her official initials, ER, engraved in 
it to thank me for the numbers of times I had flown her. So that was quite an honour.

Hans Christian: Quite an honour. What did you do after you retired from the service?

Jack: I went into the college system in Ontario. I became Dean of Science and Technology 
at George Brown College for two years. Then I was president at St. Clair College in 
Windsor where I stayed for six years . After that I was President at the Justice Institute of 
British Columbia where I finished my college administration career.  

Hans Christian: Tell us a little bit about the Justice Institute. What does it do and how 
did you fit in?

Jack: The Justice Institute is essentially a public safety post-secondary institution. It’s responsible for training 
municipal police, (other than the RCMP), and for training of firefighters, paramedics, corrections officers and 
sheriffs in British Columbia. It also trains a number of the social services, certainly in special situations where 
people are dealing with mental health disorders, fetal alcohol syndrome and so on.

We had five different satellite institutions and over 30,000 students at one point.  A lot of the courses were not 
degree level, like the universities. While I was there, we were able to start offering diploma programs and a 
few degrees. As I was leaving, we had plans for more degree courses and were doing a tremendous amount of 
international work.

Hans Christian: At what point did you and the Sovereign Order cross paths?

Jack: Well, when I was in Windsor, Ontario I had been a Templar and they 
wanted me to continue that when I came out here. And of course, I couldn’t. 
It was Dr. Donald Rix who approached me in 2008. He was a prominent 
member of the Sovereign Order in Vancouver. So I allowed my name to stand 
and was very grateful when the opportunity came to participate.

Hans Christian: Which areas of the order did you begin to choose?

Jack: Being in the military, and accustomed to protocol and regalia,  the 
Marshall’s role was one that was easy for me to step into and comprehend. I was asked to become Marshal just 
prior to the Sovereign Order’s 900th anniversary. So that was very special. I enjoyed the role and had phenomenal 
predecessors to lean on, between Richard Earthy, Chuck van der Lee and Dennis Magrega. 

Hans Christian:  In addition to the Sovereign Order, to what other activities have you dedicated your time?

Jack: My volunteer work in Vancouver included serving on the Campaign Cabinet of the United Way, the 
Executive of the BC Aviation Council, Secretary Treasurer of the Vancouver Board of Trade, the West Vancouver 
Police Board, the executive of the BC Association of Police Boards, and the Board of E-Comm 911 Emergency 
Communications. I am a founding Director and Secretary Treasurer of the Pacific Autism Family Network, 
which I assumed the same year I was invested in The Sovereign Order. I remain active in both.

Hans Christian: Jack, it’s been a marvellous journey with you today. I am in admiration of what you have done.

Jack: Well, thank you very much, Hans Christian. It’s quite an honour to be thought of for this submission in the 
newsletter. Thank you.
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Sometimes, when you finish an interview, you keep the recording machine rolling. We took the opportunity to ask Jack for his 
thoughts on the upcoming SCM, the planning process, and the positive benefits SOSJ members will get from attending.

Hans Christian: Jack, you seem to be chairing a very talented and productive planning committee

Jack:  Indeed. Every person on the committee brings a special quality and a special knowledge to their role along 
with their own special brand of enthusiasm. I want to take this opportunity to mention that it’s a real privilege to 
be able to work with a group like this.

Hans Christian: What is important to know about how your committee is planning the SCM week?

Jack: It’s important to know that it’s been 20 years since we last hosted this event in Vancouver, not counting the 
virtual meeting two years ago. To attend an SCM in one’s own city is a significant privilege and opportunity. The 
meeting is an open forum to all members, but the business discussion and decisions are made by the members 
of the Sovereign Council itself. Observing the SCM enhances knowledge of the Order and its purpose.

Hans Christian: It sounds like attendance by members is a real priority for the host committee.

Jack: It really is of high importance and I will tell you why.  We have sent out a world-wide invitation from the 
Vancouver Commander and are actively promoting interest in attending the event and the various plenary and 
extracurricular activities that showcase our beautiful city and region. But beyond these added attractions there 
is a core belief that when members of the Sovereign Order convene, great things happen.

We all know that whether it’s work related or educational fellowship, meeting with and learning from others 
in the Sovereign Order enriches the membership experience.  When engaging others, from afar, you see what 
they’re doing in their region and ideally learn from them and their superb practices and ideas that others can 
benefit from.  It’s not only rewarding and fulfilling to hear what others are doing, I think it’s essential to be able to 
learn from one another. So, that’s our prime goal as a Sovereign Council Meeting Planning Committee.

Hans Christian: So you have prepared a Town Hall session where representatives from all Commanderies can 
participate and share their experiences?

Jack: The Town Hall, will be on the Wednesday of the SCM week. It’s designed to bring people together, to 
hear briefly what others are very proud of, and deservedly so, and to some extent also share the Vancouver 
Commandery story with others. We have two hours for 10 minute presentations that includes time for questions 
at the end of the session.

Hans Christian: I assume you have a few words to say about the need for more members to be volunteers?

Jack: There are quite a few requirements for volunteers. Dan Tidball is chair of the volunteer committee. While 
the volunteer list is growing, more volunteers are always needed. So please contact him if you are so inclined.

Hans Christian: What is your very personal hope that will come out of this SCM event for the order?

Jack: Well, three things.  
First, I hope we will see members representing all eight SOSJ countries come to Vancouver. Next, I sincerely hope 
we will see a significant number from the Vancouver and Canadian commanderies. Because if that happens, 
we’ll have gone a long way towards fulfilling the objective of spreading the word and enriching the fellowship 
of the members of the Sovereign Order.  And third, I hope that if the aforementioned happens, that people who 
attend will go away and contemplate what they would like to see done to continually improve our gathering in 
anticipation of attending SCM 2024.

I have learned that people who have made an effort to attend a Sovereign Council Meeting week come away well-
satisfied with the social activities, visits, and tours. But I think there’s potential to add more of an opportunity for 
an idea exchange, and best practices discussions concerning the real reason we are all here in the Sovereign Order. 

In closing, let me make a personal invitation to all Sovereign Order members around the world to come to 
Vancouver this September for a wonderful and informative week of activities. It will be a week that starts with 
the ability to see the Sovereign Council in action, through to the Town Hall for an idea exchange, and of course a 
whole range of social and tourist activities to ensure our guests get the most out of a visit to our city.

Some closing thoughts from our Chair of the SCM Planning Committee
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From the Almoner Committee
The Almoner Committee continues to be very active, reviewing grant requests ranging from $1,000 to over 
$100,000. Having recently published the 2021 Annual Report for the Committee, we refer readers to that 
comprehensive report on the Committee’s activities last year posted on the Vancouver Commandery section of 
the SOSJ website.

Prior to 2020, the Almoner Committee relied on BC Hospice Palliative Care Association to vet small grant requests 
(under $10,000) and make recommendations to us for funding support. Since 2020, we have internalized this 
evaluation process, reviewing all grant requests on a quarterly basis. While this has added to the workload of the 
Committee, it has also enhanced our understanding of the provincial landscape for worthy projects in hospice/
palliative care and other projects that meet at least one of our strategic priorities. In the first quarter of 2022, 
the Committee received and reviewed 16 grant requests (more than half the total for all of 2021) for a total of 
$140,568 and ultimately approved 11 requests for a total of $54,118.

This year will see several members of the Committee reach the end of their service terms. We 
are interested to hear from anyone in the Commandery who may wish to be considered for 
membership on the Committee. Please contact any of the Co-chairs: John Jennings (john@
jennings.ca), Jennifer Clarke (jpclarkex@gmail.com) or Martin Glynn (martin@martinglynn.

Yours in St. John,
Almoner Co-chairs

John Jennings, KCSJ
Jennifer Clarke, DSJ

Martin Glynn, KSJ

WELCOME KITS FOR REFUGEES AND IMMIGRANTS  
In partnership with Christ Church Cathedral and the Immigrant Services of BC Society, the Vancouver 
Commandery has been assisting by sourcing specific items to be included in refugee and immigrant Welcome 
Kits for adult males and females, teenagers, younger children and infants. These kits are received with huge 
gratitude by the recipients.

These items are very necessary additions to the Welcome Kits as they are grooming and health related needs 
with some entertainment items for children and infants. The kids kits also had wonderful fun backpacks, 
holding toothpaste, toothbrush, paper, coloured markers, and a soft stuffy animal.  

On May 6, a group of us from our Commandery, (Dean Duperron, Heather Hamilton, David Hunt, Jane 
Macdonald, Mary Jordan, Robert Isaac, Susan Dickson, and myself), met at the Cathedral to put kits together, 
along with the Maundy Ministries, led by Francis Hart D’Emilio and Vienne Chan. In total, we put together 197 
Kits.  Special thanks goes to David and Heather for driving the Kits over to Victoria Drive afterwards. All the kits 
were delivered to ISS of BC (Immigration Services).

Of note, owing to the large influx of refugees, demand for more kits is increasing. Along with 
some other teams, we are continuing sourcing items for upwards of 300 kits per month. Our 
leaders for this event are Chevalier Dean Duperron and Dame Heather Hamilton.

From the Hospitaller Committee

Yours in St. John,
Hospitaller Chair
Charlie Kiers, KSJ
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Along with 14 other members of our Vancouver Commandery, I enjoyed the recent investiture of the Victoria 
Commandery. The ceremony displayed a festive setting in Christ Church Cathedral illuminated by its stunning 
stained glass windows.

The devotion and festive atmosphere in the grand cathedral gave the event an enjoyable, lasting memory.

I was fortunate to sit in the aisle seat of the second front row to the left and enjoyed a close up view of the 
dubbing of Aspirants, especially of the several Dames who wished to be dubbed as part of a memorable first 
in the Sovereign Order.

It is heartening to experience such earnest devotion to the tradition of this venerable 
Order in another Commandery.

Thank you, Victoria for a wonderful day with your Commandery members!

Victoria Commandery Investiture

Yours in St. John,
Co-Herald

Hans Christian Behm. KSJ
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June 12,2022
Glasgow Commandery Charity Concert Supporting Ukrainian 

Refugees in Hungary

June 13,2022
Commandery of the Sierras Rose Garden Social

June 18,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Aspirant Orientation

June 18,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Summer Family Social & Celebration of St. John’s Birthday

June 23,2022
Commandery of the Sierras St. John’s Eve Dinner

June 26,2022
Glasgow Commandery St John Celebration 
with Reflective Service and Afternoon Tea

July 25,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Education Workshop

November 7,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Education Workshop

November 25,2022 - November 26,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Education Evening & Strategic Planning

November 26,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Members’ Christmas Dinner

August 11,2022 - August 12,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Investiture Pre-Tours

August 13,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark Investiture

August 14,2022 - August 16,2022
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark 

Investiture Post Tours

September 22,2023 - September 23,2023
Dagmar Commandery of Denmark Investiture 

(To be confirmed)

Upcoming Events,Vancouver
June 23,2022

Vancouver Commandery St. John the Baptist 
Service with Promotions

September 12,2022 - September 18,2022
Sovereign Council Meeting 2022

September 17,2022
Vancouver Commandery Investiture 

Service & Gala Dinner

December 7,2022
Vancouver Commandery Christmas Lunch

Upcoming Events, Worldwide

Heralds - Chevalier Stephen Simpson KGSJ
and Chevalier Hans-Christian Behm, KSJ

(Please send contributions, photos, articles of interest 
and story ideas to hcbehm@gmail.com)

published by:

Vancouver Commandery
6389 Stadium Road, Vancouver, British Columbia 

Canada,  V6T 1Z4
sosjvancouver.org   604-682-2938

Upcoming Events, Victoria & Okanagan
June 25,2022

Okanagan Commandery “Crooning in the Vines”
May 6,2023

Victoria Commandery Investiture & Gala

Vancouver Commandery Council

Commander
Commander David Hunt, KJSJ

Vice Commander
Vice Commander Heather Hamilton, DJSJ

Almoner
Chevalier John Jennings, KCSJohn Jennings, KCSJ

Dame Jennifer Clarke, DSJ
Chevalier Martin Glynn, KSJ

Events & Social
Vice Commander Heather Hamilton, DJSJ

Foundation
Chevalier Harold Edward Charters, KCJSJ, MMSJ

Heralds
Chevalier Stephen Simpson, KCSJ,  Chevalier Hans Behm, KSJ

Hospitaller
Chevalier Charlie Kiers, KSJ

Marshal
Dame Teresa Mitchell-Banks, DCSJ

Membership
Chevalier George Higgins, KGSJ

Receiver General
Chevalier Terence Holland, KCSJ

Secretary
Dame Annie Ah Yee Li, DCSJ

Special Projects
Dame Susan Scott Gabe, DCSJ, MMSJ

Governance/ Solicitor General 
Chevalier John Norton, KCJSJ, MMSJ

Chaplain
Prelate The Venerable John Bailey, KGSJ

2022 SCM Planning Committee Chair
Chevalier Jack McGee, CD, KCJSJ


